
MARRIOTT 4 PS

Here is the Marketing mix of Marriott which is a publicly traded company of American origin. It is associated with tourism
and hospitality industry.

Process: Marriott has several business processes in place to ensure quality customer services, efficient
bookings and a comfortable stay for customers. It divides its services mainly in the 3 parts: core, actual and
augmented which comprises of different services like Hotels, Hospitability management, Resorts, lodgings
etc. My counterpart is our operations guy - we find we have to work hand-in-hand on almost everything and
loyalty, customer experience and data are at the centre of that. Hotels prices also varies on the customer
demand and also to maintain the cost incurred in promotion and maintenance. From working at Amazon as
part of a summer internship, she joined startup, Homestead, as director of product marketing. Since this is a
service marketing brand, here are the other three Ps to make it the 7Ps marketing mix of Marriott. Those are
the two pieces allowing us to design more holistically. Marriott also monitors its facilities in a great way and
maintain the services to a premium quality. Promotion: The promotional and advertising strategy in the
Marriott marketing strategy is as follows: Marriott totally focuses on the digital promotion of their products.
Hence this gives an insight in the marketing mix of Marriott. Prior to becoming chief sales and marketing
officer, the focus was almost all on analysing pricing. That means designing backwards. So we created this
website, open to anyone, with ideas and inspiration. Among the hotel as a product it is further subcategorized
into different brands such The Ritz-Carlton, St. Today, our loyalty programs are about earning and redeeming
points. Marriott is also known for its cutting edge in the innovation. For the growth of its hotels Marriott has
also adopted a mix channel strategy which consist of both direct channel and third party channel. Fang Roe
says insights are being used in two ways. Nearly four years ago, she became chief sales and marketing officer
for Asia-Pacific, one of four regional positions created to reflect a new globalised corporate structure.
Generally in choosing a distribution strategy looks for parameters like maximizing revenue, maintaining
consistent growth, delivering adequate services to customers at the correct price which is worth the value and
also operates profit. Services are mainly intangible but Marriott gives their customers a great ambience with a
lasting physical experience which itself makes customers to return back and retain that experience. For the
growth Marriott follows partnership approach by creating different franchisee with different benefits and
incentives which helps the partner itself in achieving their objective. It also follows the evolution of my job,
from tactical marketing to focusing on the whole customer experience. After the tech bust, she went back to
GE and mastered Six Sigma, then switched to events and hospitality with Marriott. People are learning,
researching, booking and even having services facilitated through mobile and we need to address that. Other
physical objects of the brand Marriott are their towels, booklets, pens, soaps etc. This enhances the speed in
maintaining the inventory across the different infrastructure and reducing the overall costs.


